Introduction
============

Materials designed on the nanometer-size scale are becoming increasingly relevant in many areas of physical and life sciences, engineering applications, and advanced technology. Because of the popularity of nanomaterials, an adequate methodology for evaluating the potential impact of engineered nanomaterials on environmental and human health and safety is now a necessity. Published data in the recent literature point to an increase of various biological responses, such as inflammatory or immune responses, after exposure to nanomaterials.[@b1-ijn-8-045]--[@b7-ijn-8-045] These biological responses have been observed and reported on from either in vitro (cell culture-based) or in vivo (whole-animal) model systems; however, more research should be conducted on relating the physicochemical features of each engineered nanomaterial to the observed biological responses. It is critical to develop computational models that not only establish quantitative relationships between different types of experimental data but can also reliably predict biological responses and/or hazards to nanomaterials. We aim to provide a useful framework for such decision analyses. This effort requires a large and organized effort within the nanomaterial community. Many data sets measuring multiple endpoints are required in order to accurately predict biological responses. While this paper does not model experiments with a biological endpoint, it does propose a framework readily applicable to studies where such variables are measured (see [Figure 1](#f1-ijn-8-045){ref-type="fig"}).

Some of the most interesting and relevant engineered nanomaterials are metal colloids. These materials -- including but not limited to gold, silver, iron, and zinc -- are often hydrophobic complex crystals, have a valence of zero, are highly charged on their surface, and are synthesized to be very small. Most of the particles used in industry are less than 25 nm in diameter. Because these particular features are common among metal colloids, these particle types have the potential to be "grouped;" thus, the structure--activity relationships (SARs) methodology is a promising approach in designing predictive mathematical models for these nanomaterials.

The concept of quantitatively analyzing the SARs of hydrophobic molecules was originally introduced by Hansch in 1969 and subsequently used in a variety of studies.[@b8-ijn-8-045]--[@b13-ijn-8-045] This methodology is based on the assumption that the variance in biological response to a class of chemical compounds is determined by the variance in their molecular structure. In terms of prediction, this means that if data for some molecular parameters (known as molecular descriptors) for a group of compounds are available only for a part of that group, then there is the possibility to estimate the unknown data from the available molecular descriptors by using a suitable mathematical model.[@b14-ijn-8-045],[@b15-ijn-8-045] SARs have shown their utility in cases of "classic" chemicals or compounds.[@b14-ijn-8-045]--[@b18-ijn-8-045] However, the direct application of the methodology to nanometer-scale materials has been problematic, as discussed by Xia et al, Fourches et al, Zhang et al, Puzyn et al, and Sayes and Ivanov.[@b19-ijn-8-045]--[@b23-ijn-8-045] The first important step in developing sound quantitative SAR models for predicting the effects of a nanoparticle on a biological system and the environment is to identify measurable physicochemical characteristics of nanoparticles -- ie, nanodescriptors. But this is not the only step that is critical to the success of quantitative SAR models for nanomaterials. There is also a need for a conceptual framework for grouping nanomaterials, based on unique material features or properties. Such a framework will help to identify SARs that are applicable within each group of nanomaterials. The currently available data from the published literature and other open sources suggest that there is a high variability in the morphological structure, chemical reactivity, and mechanisms of action among different nanoparticles. Thus, the applicability domain of the SARs should be carefully validated.[@b19-ijn-8-045]--[@b25-ijn-8-045]

In the present study, we investigated how techniques borrowed from statistics and pattern recognition can be used as parts of a general framework that can help to group engineered nanomaterials on the basis of their measurable physicochemical properties. As an example of the proposed framework, we use principle component analysis (PCA) and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) to address the important question of how one can group the specific collection of silver, copper, nickel, iron, and zinc. PCA and LDA are well-known in the fields of statistics and pattern recognition.[@b26-ijn-8-045]--[@b29-ijn-8-045] These techniques have been considered tools for designing quantitative SARs.[@b30-ijn-8-045] The overarching goal of this study was to determine if the collection of particles under consideration could be separated into groups using their physicochemical features. The example discussed in this manuscript details some of the important components of the general framework: feature identification, feature extraction/selection, data preprocessing and normalization, descriptive data statistics, unsupervised/supervised learning of data structure, and grouping predictions (see [Figure 1](#f1-ijn-8-045){ref-type="fig"}). This framework can be readily applied not just to the five particles considered in this paper, but also when other nanomaterials (such as metal oxides or carbon-based nanostructures) or endpoints (such as biological/toxicological effects, particle transformations, or eventual fates) are considered.

Materials and methods
=====================

Experimental design
-------------------

The experiments used in the study examined six different physicochemical characteristics of five metal colloids suspended in an aqueous suspension. The characteristics of the particles included engineered size, concentration, agglomerated size in water, zeta potential as a measure of surface charge, pH and age of the suspension, and oxidant production. Data were collected in the absence of cells, serum, and media in order to avoid the added variables created by living organisms (eg, stickiness due to serum or bacterial growth in media), but was replicated 20 times per particle type. Each nanoparticle measurement was collected in two different prepared concentrations (10 and 100 mg/L) and included engineered size (reported in nanometers, nm), zeta potential (reported in millivolts, mV), pH, and reactive oxygen species (ROS) production (measured in relative fluorescence units \[RFUs\]). Each of these measured nanodescriptors was assessed on the day the samples were taken (t = 0 d), 2 days later (t = 2 d), and 1 week later (t = 7 d). The manufacturer's reported size was also included in the analyses. Each data set was analyzed using three methods: PCA, correlation analysis (CA), and LDA. The framework for this experimental design is depicted in [Figure 1](#f1-ijn-8-045){ref-type="fig"}.

The nanodescriptors, or physicochemical characteristics, selected in this study are relevant features that have been shown to change over time in physiologically relevant conditions. Particle size, pH, ROS concentration, and zeta potential all change when ions dissociate from the nanoparticle surface over time. In addition to the relevance of each of these measured nanodescriptors, they are the most common and routinely reported physicochemical variables in the literature.

Nanoparticle preparation and characterization
---------------------------------------------

Silver, copper, nickel, and zinc were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA). Iron was supplied by Sun Innovations Inc., Fremont, CA, USA. A stock suspension of 1000 mg/L was prepared and then diluted to 10 and 100 mg/L to ensure consistency between the suspensions. Each suspension was bath-sonicated for approximately 1 minute, until the particles were visually dispersed ([Figure 2](#f2-ijn-8-045){ref-type="fig"}). Sonicating for extended periods of time would initially disperse the particles and then allow for most of the particles to settle out of suspension. The size in water and zeta potential was measured using dynamic light scattering on a ZetaSizer Nano-ZS instrument (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK). The instrument uses Brownian motion to measure the particle size and a combination of voltage difference and Brownian motion to measure the zeta potential. The pH was measured using an accumet Basic AB15 pH meter (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA).

Reactive oxygen species production of the particles in suspension was measured using the fluorescent probe 2′,7′-dichlorfluorescein-diacetate (DCFH) ([Figure 3](#f3-ijn-8-045){ref-type="fig"}). The relative amount of reactive oxygen species produced is represented by fluorescence intensity measured on a BioTek Synergy MX (Winooski, VT, USA). Briefly, 300 μL of DCFH was mixed with 200 μL of the nanoparticle suspension. The mixture was stored in the dark in a rotator for 3 hours. Three-hour storage time was chosen to account for the variations between the metals. Mixing times longer than 3 hours interfered with results because particles produced a fluorescence intensity that saturated the spectrophotometer. At the end of the incubation period, the mixture was centrifuged and analyzed.

Statistical analysis and predictive modeling
--------------------------------------------

Because one of the main outcomes of the proposed framework was to determine how the measured nanoparticles features could lead to meaningful groupings, the first consideration was to examine if the measured nanoparticle characteristics had comparable scales. The boxplots in [Figure 4](#f4-ijn-8-045){ref-type="fig"} show that the different data types in the raw data had markedly different value ranges. That observation suggested that data standardization was an appropriate transformation, which was achieved by dividing each raw data value by the standard deviation in its respective data type. The next step in the data flow process as described by the proposed framework was to determine if the variation present in the data was heavily weighted in any given direction. To this end, we applied PCA. This specific technique is often used to reduce the original data dimensionality. However, our particular data set has only six dimensions or measurements; thus, the application of PCA did not aim to reduce data dimensionality. A check for existing correlations between different data types followed the PCA step, and all of the pair-wise correlations were computed. This CA aimed to determine if the different data types exhibited pair-wise linear dependencies. Finally, the results from the PCA and CA helped to hypothesize possible groupings of the five nanomaterials. To test the strength of the separation between those groupings, we used LDA classification. The LDA classification results can be viewed as the output of the data flow processing under the proposed framework, and they address the important question of possible subgroupings in the original group of metal colloids based on combinations of their measured characteristics or features. The separation strength of the tested sub-groupings was measured by the estimated bolstered re-substitution error, which was an appropriate error estimation method given the relatively small number of data points.[@b25-ijn-8-045] This particular error estimation method implies that the entire data set was used for the classifier training and testing.

Results
=======

Data standardization and principal component analysis
-----------------------------------------------------

The first step in the proposed data-flow processing is to examine the raw data descriptive statistics, and to determine if data transformations are needed before proceeding with the subsequent processing steps. [Figure 4](#f4-ijn-8-045){ref-type="fig"} shows that the measured nanomaterial properties have very different value ranges, and thus standardization is necessary to represent the variation in different types of data on a scale that facilitates subsequent analyses. Boxplots are useful in visualizing variation as part of the proposed framework, and the rationale for standardization is to scale the variables to a common factor such that the variations of each variable are scale-wise comparable. For example, in raw data for silver, the pH appears to have little variation, while the concentration varies widely. After standardization, it is clear that pH does vary significantly. Concentration, by design, varies much less than what the raw data boxplots suggest. The measurements for the agglomerated size in water show the greatest variation in the case of copper, iron, nickel, and zinc. After standardization, however, that characteristic has less variation when compared to the others.

Another important question that needs to be addressed by the proposed framework is how to determine the structure of the variability present in data. PCA is often used for this purpose. Its objective is to determine which variables account for the greatest variability in the data set, as well as the directions of greatest variability in data. In the raw and standardized data, each metal is described by six variables or features. PCA determines which of these contribute most significantly to the observed data variability. The Pareto plots in [Figure 5](#f5-ijn-8-045){ref-type="fig"} show that 90% of the variation for each individual nanoparticle can only be explained with a minimum of three principal components. For example, to explain 90% of the variability in iron and zinc, four principal components are required, while in copper and nickel data, the same percentage of variability can be explained by the first three principal components. Interestingly, when all of the nanoparticles are considered together, there is no clear direction in the variability of data, as shown in [Figure 5A](#f5-ijn-8-045){ref-type="fig"}. Five out of six principal components are required to explain 90% of the observed variability in the entire data set. These findings indicate that further analysis is necessary to determine the significance of the measured nanomaterial characteristics in order to answer the question of possible subgroupings of the studied nanomaterials.

[Table 1](#t1-ijn-8-045){ref-type="table"} shows the principal components and the squares of their respective loadings for each individual metal. The principal components are ordered according to the percentage of the variation in data they explain, with the convention that the left-most listed principle component explains the largest portion of the observed variation. Each column provides the squares of the loadings for the respective principal component. The loadings indicate how important the contribution of the corresponding original measurement is in the respective principal component. One can see that the first principal component is often composed mostly of three to four original variables.

Correlation analysis
--------------------

An important step of the proposed analysis pipeline is to determine if any of the measurable nanomaterial features are redundant in terms of their detectable linear interdependencies. [Figure 6](#f6-ijn-8-045){ref-type="fig"} shows the corresponding pair-wise correlations. The results suggest several possible sub-groupings. Copper and nickel stand out because their respective features have multiple relatively high correlations in common. Specifically, the correlations between (1) agglomerated size in water and concentration, (2) zeta potential and concentration, and (3) zeta potential and agglomerated size in water show high values for one or both of these metals. Thus, one can hypothesize a natural pairing of copper and nickel, which separates them from the other metals. Furthermore, iron stands out because there are several strong correlations that the other metals do not have, such as (1) concentration and oxidant species production and (2) agglomerated size in water and oxidant species production. At the other end of the spectrum, iron is the only metal that had almost no correlation between oxidant species production and age. Thus, we hypothesize that iron naturally separates from the other metals.

Classification analysis
-----------------------

The last step of the proposed computational framework is to determine the strength of the separability between subgroupings suggested by the previous steps of data processing. It is important to emphasize that our goal is not to interpret the results in terms of mechanisms, but instead to propose a framework for grouping nanomaterials based on their characteristics. These groupings may then aid the future quantitative modeling of particles' SARs (eg, regression models) and potentially help in interpreting biological/toxicological mechanistic-type studies. Given that the multiple stakeholders -- such as regulatory agencies and nanomaterial companies -- need streamlined approaches to assessing the uncertainties surrounding new materials in research and development activities, the interpretable and reliable grouping of nanomaterials becomes increasingly important activity in this field. Additional studies that include biological endpoints are needed to determine the biological meaning of the resultant grouping found in the discussion below.

Initially, the LDA classification was performed for all of the possible groupings of the metal nanoparticles into two groups. Notably, for each possible separation of the five nanomaterials into two groups, we found that the misclassification error was high. We also observed that, when zinc is present, data appeared ubiquitous and there was no clear grouping. When data points from zinc nanoparticles were excluded, the classification error decreased. That finding prompted a closer look at some of the known facts about zinc. Experimentally, zinc yields a highly soluble and highly cytotoxic material in cell cultures. The correlation analysis results also suggested that zinc stands out from the rest of the metal colloids. Thus, we hypothesized that the difficulty in finding separate groups when zinc is present could be due to zinc ions dissociating from the surface of the zinc particles. Future investigation is thus warranted.

Classification is a general pattern recognition technique that attempts to identify combinations of features that determine a decision boundary that separates two states of nature with the smallest possible misclassification error. We elected to use one of the simplest and least-complex classification rules, LDA, because of the potential for over-fitting phenomena. As suggested by the correlation analysis, we focused on two potential groupings for the nanomaterials. The first grouping considers silver, copper, and nickel together and iron as a separate group. The second grouping considers the group composed of iron and silver versus the group composed of copper and nickel. [Figure 7A](#f7-ijn-8-045){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the first grouping and shows the best possible -- in terms of the respective LDA misclassification error -- plane that separates Group 1 (which contains only iron) from Group 2 (which contains silver, copper, and nickel). The three features providing the separation of the two groups and position of the separating plane are the

-   concentration,

-   zeta potential, and

-   agglomerated size in water.

It is important to notice that, when single-feature classification is considered, the concentration performs poorly (next to the worst single-feature classifier), with an estimated error rate greater than 30%. The agglomerated size in water and the zeta potential are the two top-performing single features. However, even the error rates of the respective classifiers, based on each one of them, are relatively high (\>18%). Interestingly, combining these three features together exhibits a synergistic effect that lowered the misclassification error to 12.47%.

[Figure 8A](#f8-ijn-8-045){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the application of the LDA classification for the second case of groupings. Group 1 included iron and silver, whereas group 2 included copper and nickel. In this particular analysis, the three features with the greatest ability to discriminate between the two groups are

-   concentration,

-   zeta potential, and

-   ROS production.

However, the misclassification error rate is high (19.99%), which shows that this particular grouping of the four metal colloids is not as strong as when iron is considered against the other three metals.

Because of the importance of concentrations in toxicological studies, a separate LDA was performed separately for the above-mentioned two potential groupings of metal colloids for the cases of low (10 mg/L) and high (100 mg/L) concentrations. That separate analysis shows that, at both concentrations, the three variables with the greatest separating power for the potential grouping of iron versus copper, silver, and nickel are

-   zeta potential,

-   agglomerated size in water, and

-   age.

At 100 mg/L, the misclassification error rate drops to 10.16%. Interestingly, at the lower concentration of 10 mg/L, the error rate increases to 19.3%. [Figure 7B](#f7-ijn-8-045){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the separation in the case of high concentrations for that grouping, while [Figure 7C](#f7-ijn-8-045){ref-type="fig"} shows the separation for the low-concentration case. Similarly, [Figure 8B](#f8-ijn-8-045){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#f8-ijn-8-045){ref-type="fig"} show the separation when high and low concentrations are considered separately for the other potential: Group 1 composed of copper and nickel, versus Group 2 composed of silver and iron. At 100 mg/L, the combination of three variables that provides the best separation is

-   pH,

-   zeta potential, and

-   ROS production,

and the misclassification error rate is 13.24%, which is a significant decrease from the case when the data from the two concentrations were considered together. Similar to the case when iron was considered separately from the group of silver, copper, and nickel, the LDA shows poor separation for the case of a low concentration of 10 mg/L. The three variables with the greatest separating power for the low-concentration case are size in water, zeta potential, and ROS production. However, the misclassification error rate is very high, at 48.28%, which confirms the poor separation of the two groups at low concentrations.

Discussion
==========

We aimed to develop a computational framework, utilizing the mathematical and statistical techniques previously described, that will assist researchers and regulators in evaluating potential responses of a specific biological system to a nanomaterial exposure. There is an urgent need for new tools, standardized practices, meaningful interpretation, and an iterative framework to help address the challenges presented by nanomaterials. Tools that could arm regulators and other decision-makers would have a great effect on the commercialization of nanomaterial-enabled goods. Nanomaterials do not fit into established models of material behavior because of their complexity. It is important to identify measurable physicochemical characteristics of nanoparticles for hazard identification, exposure analysis, risk assessment, and regulatory and policy decisions. Many different sectors of the community are waiting for either experimental or computational methodologies that relate nanomaterial physicochemical properties to induced toxicological responses. The trick is that this type of methodology will likely need both experimental and computational components working together in an iterative process. The result, ideally, would be a framework that would produce meaningful groupings of particles in an effort to generalize some of the common features and resultant common responses that so many particles on the nanometer-size scale seem to induce. For example, particles less than 10 nm in diameter not only have different optical properties, but also have different translocation tendencies in cellular systems. Metal-based nanoparticles (metal colloids) tend to leach metal ions at different rates and at different pH levels. In general, crystalline materials produce more oxidant species than amorphous materials. These types of observations can be made when considering the literature as a whole. Of course, there are always exceptions to the generalization.

Conclusion
==========

The focus of this study was to identify the properties of five specific metal-based colloidal materials on the nanometer-size scale -- silver, copper, nickel, iron, and zinc -- that could change over time or in differing aqueous suspensions, and that can be used in a general framework for the grouping of nanomaterials.[@b23-ijn-8-045] The metal-based colloidal materials considered in this paper have received much attention from federal and international regulatory agencies. Metal-based nanoparticles are believed to modulate numerous intracellular signal transduction pathways and cause alterations in cellular functions.[@b6-ijn-8-045],[@b14-ijn-8-045]--[@b16-ijn-8-045] These effects may result in the induction of apoptosis, the inhibition of cellular proliferation, and the promotion of cytokine secretion.[@b17-ijn-8-045],[@b18-ijn-8-045] The ability of nanoparticles to elicit a wide array of cellular effects highlights the need for additional studies linking the biological mechanism of action with specific nanomaterial properties. In this respect, the computational part of the proposed framework could facilitate the future development of specific Quantitative structure-activity relationships that model nanomaterial exposure to specific biological responses.
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![The proposed data collection and processing framework.\
**Abbreviation:** QSARs, quantitative structure-activity relationships.](ijn-8-045Fig1){#f1-ijn-8-045}

![Photograph of the nanoparticle samples used in the study.\
**Notes:** The nanoparticles were suspended in either ultrapure water or Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium. The concentration of the particles in the aqueous suspension was 100 mg/L. The photograph was taken immediately after sonication.](ijn-8-045Fig2){#f2-ijn-8-045}

![The surface chemistry properties of the engineered nanoparticles. (**A**) The autofluorescence of each engineered nanoparticle in ultrapure water over 24 hours. Particle suspensions were sonicated for 1 minute before each fluorescence measurement. (**B**) The reactive oxygen species production, as measured by 2′,7′-dichlorfluorescein-diacetate fluorescence, of each engineered nanoparticle over 7 days.](ijn-8-045Fig3){#f3-ijn-8-045}

![Boxplots for the silver data. (**A**) Raw data and (**B**) standardized data.\
**Abbreviations:** Conc, concentration; ROS, reactive oxygen species.](ijn-8-045Fig4){#f4-ijn-8-045}

![Principal component analyses Pareto plots. (**A**) All metal colloids combined in a single data set. (**B**) Silver data only. (**C**) Copper data only. (**D**) Iron data only. (**E**) Nickel data only. (**F**) Zinc data only.](ijn-8-045Fig5){#f5-ijn-8-045}

![Pair-wise correlations between the measured nanomaterial features.\
**Abbreviation:** ROS, reactive oxygen species.](ijn-8-045Fig6){#f6-ijn-8-045}

![Linear discriminant analysis for iron versus the group of silver, copper, and nickel. (**A**) The features of concentration, zeta potential, and agglomerated size in water provide the best separation for the two groups when the entire data set is considered. (**B**) Zeta potential, agglomerated size in water, and age provide the best separation when only data for high concentrations (100 mg/L) are considered. (**C**) Zeta potential, agglomerated size in water, and age provide the best separation when only data for low concentrations (10 mg/L) are considered.](ijn-8-045Fig7){#f7-ijn-8-045}

![LDA for the copper-and-nickel group versus the silver-and-iron group. Zinc is excluded from the analyses. (**A**) The features of concentration, zeta potential, and ROS production provide the best separation for the two groups when the entire data set is considered. (**B**) Zeta potential, pH, and ROS production provide the best separation when only data for high concentrations (100 mg/L) are considered. (**C**) Zeta potential, agglomerated size in water, and ROS production provide the best separation when only data for low concentrations (10 mg/L) is considered.\
**Abbreviations:** LDA, linear discriminant analysis; ROS, reactive oxygen species.](ijn-8-045Fig8){#f8-ijn-8-045}

###### 

Heat maps representing the relative weight of the original features in the respective principle components

  ---------------- ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ -------------
  **Iron**                                                                          
  Concentration    0.3510622    0.00057692   0.04862218   0.01828288   0.00029316   0.58116264
  Size in water    0.33553491   0.0021624    0.00513257   0.05364039   0.35340861   0.25012112
  Zeta potential   0.01313927   0.29737225   0.3414623    0.32715611   0.0011981    0.01967197
  pH               0.00064466   0.36693698   0.0020612    0.47164895   0.13799147   0.02071675
  Age (days)       0.01074396   0.30253727   0.50676039   0.06086479   0.08189832   0.03719527
  ROS production   0.28887501   0.03041418   0.09596137   0.06840687   0.42521033   0.09113224
  **Silver**                                                                        
  Concentration    0.13509938   0.29300612   0.07507374   0.08740358   0.04087781   0.36853937
  Size in water    0.07607852   0.03613063   0.7222404    0.00167454   0.09423943   0.0696365
  Zeta potential   0.08746496   0.27781652   0.01406474   0.55815711   0.00189456   0.0606021
  pH               0.09198126   0.24390992   0.17861914   0.06132822   0.42325639   0.00090507
  Age (days)       0.23902669   0.14598409   0.00983394   0.05810962   0.43371817   0.11332749
  ROS production   0.37034919   0.00315271   0.00016804   0.23332694   0.00601364   0.38698947
  **Copper**                                                                        
  Concentration    0.1811305    0.19755082   3.0815E-05   0.00018711   0.09054695   0.53055381
  Size in water    0.30041756   0.00103141   0.06111049   0.52366053   0.03863904   0.07514097
  Zeta potential   0.25912055   0.05319062   0.08244321   0.4468367    0.0118396    0.14656932
  pH               0.11612284   0.25253663   0.0967445    0.02476925   0.37578995   0.13403684
  Age (days)       0.14204622   0.20646792   0.16193828   0.00079682   0.44284225   0.0459085
  ROS production   0.00116233   0.28922258   0.59773272   0.00374959   0.04034222   0.06779055
  **Nickel**                                                                        
  Concentration    0.33604866   1.552E-05    0.00423568   0.00019825   0.12405291   0.535448986
  Size in water    0.31178308   0.01533128   0.00127742   0.00674095   0.66185778   0.003009478
  Zeta potential   0.33364432   0.00016345   0.00617611   0.00026745   0.19889144   0.460857217
  pH               0.00039174   0.40673134   0.00359205   0.58860192   4.8841E-05   0.000634102
  Age (days)       0.00034139   0.28988876   0.54721125   0.15221753   0.01033538   5.69557E-06
  ROS production   0.01779081   0.28786964   0.43750749   0.2519739    0.00481365   4.45207E-05
  **Zinc**                                                                          
  Concentration    0.0735806    0.45324682   0.00192187   0.24950971   0.22172323   1.7768E-05
  Size in water    0.04126908   0.01431644   0.84273673   0.04400163   0.03701213   0.02066398
  Zeta potential   0.30688135   0.00150145   0.01873199   0.04221018   0.3718172    0.25885784
  pH               0.18058683   0.22629141   0.01994274   0.20618975   0.00077271   0.36621656
  Age (days)       0.22837836   0.1105577    0.07893696   0.10579052   0.32237087   0.15396558
  ROS production   0.16930377   0.19408618   0.03772971   0.35229821   0.04630385   0.20027827
  ---------------- ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ -------------

**Note:** The left-most column represents the first principal component, and the right-most column is related to the last principle component.

**Abbreviation:** ROS, reactive oxygen species.
